Chapter 4 - Clutch Parts and Operation

Find the words in the grid. Words can go across, down and in the two forward diagonals.

FRONT BEARING RETAINER Q
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION
WTORSIONAL DAMPER SLGK
RMVICLUTCHDISCDYVENJC
DQCCNKLTFPDNCEEIGNU
VKBYOEMRTFZVJTHRNQSS
CKZNIRHPZTQAWPIHMLH
WJRCLTLTDLHYLSESRDDAI
YMNEKLBSIHWPLEANJDRVO
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WRDBHMYRXGRJDXLDGRZ
PILOTBEARINGDIKDETXB
MDIAPHRAGMSPRINGSYLE
KKGRFMWNMCXXYMGMVY
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belleville spring
clutch disc
coefficient of friction
coil spring style
cushion spring
diaphragm spring style
dual mass flywheel
front bearing retainer

inertia
marcel spring
pilot bearing
pressure plate
release bearing
slave cylinder
throwout bearing
torsional dampers